Your Dream Destination for
Windows & Doors

Built With Perfection

Advantages of aluminium 		
with the aesthetics of wood
Presenting Woodminium from Ajit Windows, a concept so unique, that
we actually had to coin a word for it.
Woodminium originates in a state-of-the-art plant, confirming to the
highest quality standards using European technology. It is a technique
of providing wood effect on aluminium offering all the advantages and

Looks Like Wood, Acts Like Metal

looks of wood, be it the richness of mahogany, the burls & curls of
walnut or the grains of teak through sublimation process. Woodminium
can beautify your home interior or exterior space with its customizable
patterns and sizes.
All architectural finishes meet global AAMA standards
and are Qualideco and Qualicoat approved.

CONSTRAINTS OF WOOD

While wood looks good, it comes
with its own set of challenges.
Woodminium addresses all these
issues effectively!

ADVANTAGES OF WOODMINIUM

•

Wood requires regular polishing & maintenance.

•

Easy to clean and needs no maintenance.

•

Age, temperature & environmental humidity can
make wood warp.

•

Infinitely recyclable - making it a sustainable choice
for conscious individuals.

•

Wood is also prone to termites, borers & fungi.

•

Termite / borer free with exceptional durability.

•

Wood being a flammable material, it is not suitable
for application where fire safety is a concern.

•

Its fire-retardant properties make it safe to use
everywhere.

•

Over time, wood tends to deteriorate.

•

Resistant to atmospheric conditions & UV rays, it is
highly suitable for exterior applications.

Come rain or shine, Woodminium will continue to look as good as new!

Woodminium Systems for Seamless Beauty
An affordable and customizable product range
Sliding Windows and Doors
A perfect blend of functionality and durability;
the sliding series are low in maintenance and
offer premium look. With sliding sash, rollers
and Aluminium track, they are smooth to
handle. Our fabricated windows come with
durable handles, lock options and sashes that
slide back and forth. They conveniently slide
with a simple push.
Series - 25mm, 27mm, 35mm, 50mm

Casement Windows and Doors
Designed to complement both traditional and
modern architecture to offer better view, ventilation
and make a statement in style while protecting
against environmental hassles. They are openable
inward or outward, double hung with customized
hardware and handles.
Series – 29mm, 40mm, 52EG

Top Hung and Fixed Windows
Hinged at the top, these windows are comfortable
and provide easy access for opening and closing.
They can be installed independently or used in
combination with fixed windows. Commonly used
for bathrooms.
Fixed windows provide a great view without
compromising on the insulation of sound, dust and
extreme weather conditions, for any rooms. It adds
beauty to the elevation and provides ample amount
of light into the room. Fixed windows are cost saving
as they don’t require any hardware. Best suited for
large openings, on its own or in combination.

Sliding and Folding Doors
These doors seamlessly connect the outdoors to the
indoors. Once folded, it creates a large opening for easy
access providing more space instantly. It is functional,
featured to have interlocking sashes for increased
strength and suits classic or modern styled homes. It is
weatherproofed around the frame to minimize draughts,
dust and water leaks. They are completely customizable
and can be designed without threshold at floor level.
No doubt they are becoming popular amongst the
homeowners.

Parallel Window
A unique conceptual window that is designed to provide
ample ventilation with a minimum opening. The parallel
window is installed with special hardware, casement
handles for smooth operation and secure closing.

French Windows and Doors
Beautiful and aesthetically placed Georgian bars
cater a European look for your spaces. Any type of
windows or doors can be upgraded to French style,
in your favorite choice of colour. Ideal for openings
with garden, kitchen, interior partitions or fixed
windows. You have to see it to believe its simplicity
and beauty which seldom fails to impress you.

Slim Line Windows and Doors
Slim, sleek, seamless look with superior strength
is what these series epitomize. These series have
concealed handles, and no hardware is visible.
Frames of the doors are concealed within the walls,
maximizing natural light in the room. A perfect blend
of functionality and durability, the sliding series offers
a premium look instantly. Slim series can be used for
sliding or fixed windows/doors.

Woodminium Products
Baffles

Ceiling Baffles

Vertical Baffles

Baffles are ideal for creating a unique atmosphere within a room. They are particularly suited for installation on concrete
ceilings where a distinctive design is required or for adding an interior/exterior element to any home. Both style and
spacing are customizable. No surprise why they are increasingly gaining popularity amongst architects and home owners.

Louvers
Arrangement of parallel, horizontal blades angled
to admit light and air but to keep out rain and direct
sunshine. In addition, we offer
•

Z louvers

•

box louvers

•

aerofoiled louvers

•

louvers with bird mesh

Mosquito Mesh
Keep the bugs, mosquitoes and flies at bay with our range of mesh options.
Get stylish décor effortlessly with matching frame colours, as your windows.
•

Pull down Mesh - Functional and versatile system
can be mounted inside or on the surface of window
frame. Screen gets cleaned every time you operate.

•

Pleated Mesh - Classy, decorative yet clearly visible
mesh that runs on simple technology. It can be operated
easily by all age groups and stopped at desired position.

•

Openable Mesh - Ideal for French doors and large
openings with its space saving design. Slim frames fit
on the face of the existing windows as hinged or held
in place with turn buttons. Easy to remove and clean by
lifting it off the hinges.

ALUMINIUM SYSTEMS - TECHNICAL DETAILS
SLIDING SERIES

CASEMENT SERIES

25mm

27mm

35mm

29mm

40mm

52EG

H, C

H, C

H, C

B

H, C

H

900 x 2000

1200 x 2200

1500 x 2800

750 x 1200

600 x 1500 /
1000 x 2400

600 x 1500 /
900 x 2400

SASH HEIGHT X WIDTH

25 x 54

27 x 60

35 x 75

29 x 41.3

40 x 40

44 x 63

OUTER FRAME
HEIGHT X WIDTH

40 X 98

45 x 103.5

43 x 122

29 x 41.3

25 x 54

45 x 45

ü

ü

ü

ü

ü

ü

4 to 6

6 to 18

6 to 22

5 to 6

6 to 24

6 to 24

HAIR LINE CORNER
JOINT

ü

ü

ü

ü

ü

ü

MULTI - LOCK POINT

X

ü

ü

X

ü

ü

1.5

1.75

2

1.5

2

1.5

X

X

ü

X

ü

ü

C - SPL

C - SPL /
C - MPL /
AUTO /
MANUAL

C - SPL /
C - MPL /
AUTO /
MANUAL

SPL

SPL / MPL

SPL / MPL

MODELS
BUILDING TYPE
MAX SIZE (IN mm)

FLY MESH
GLASS OPTION (IN mm)

WIND LOAD KPA
LEVER HANDLE

LOCK

SPL - SINGLE POINT LOCK | MPL - MULTIPOINT LOCK | C-SPL - CONCEALED SINGLE POINT LOCK | M-SPL - CONCEALED MULTI POINT LOCK
H - HOME

| C - COMMERCIAL | B - BATHROOM

An Attractive Range of Colours

Golden Oak - 305

Knotted Red Oak - 705

English Oak - 104

Brown Elm - 1303

Dark Walnut - 504

Walnut - 405

Dark Maple - 1205

Nut Meg - 101

Other Products
Balcony Railing
Add a unique point of attraction to the building through
the aluminum balcony railings that are easy to install
and more durable than other materials. Coated/Anodized
metal balustrade adds a subtle charm to the balconies.

Staircase Railing
Made to suit all types of homes, attached to the
stairs for safety and aesthetics, made in combination
of stainless steel and glass.

Shower Cubicles
Indulge, relax and refresh with sleek shower cubicles that
are corrosion resistant, reduce deposits, exceptionally
durable, scratch-proof, and offer reduced condensation.
We use premium hardware by reputed makes.

Wooden Flooring
Curate beautiful floors with our expansive range of
laminate, engineered & real wood solutions for indoor
flooring and outdoor flooring (decking, cladding).

- A Brand by Ajit Group
Woodminium is a trustworthy brand for aluminium wood-effect windows and doors solution. Our profiles are sourced
from leading Indian and global manufacturers, coated at in-house facility using imported raw materials, and fabricated
to suit your needs before being installed at your building. In a short period, Ajit has become a name synonymous with
quality, affordability, customization and durability; and is counted among the top 10 window and door companies in
India. With a wide range of aesthetic designs and colours, Woodminium has something for every budget from luxury to
premium and to economical ones.

State-of-the-Art Manufacturing Facility
Woodminium has a well-established manufacturing setup at Hirehalli Industrial Area, NH4 Tumkur (near Bengaluru). Our
facilities are spread over 4.5 acres with dedicated units equipped with the latest european machineries and technologies
for powder coating / Aluminium / UPVC windows & doors fabrication.
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Design as per Site
Measurements

Steps to Serve Our Customers

Delivery

Production

Rattle Free &
Smooth
Operation

AJIT WINDOWS PVT LTD

Sound
Resistant

Installation

Water
Resistant

Quality Control
& Handover

Bug Free
Resistant

Our Channel Partner

Office:
#454, 2nd Floor, 6th A Cross,11th Main,
RMV Extension, Sadashivanagar,
Bengaluru – 560 080

Factory:
#3/3A, KIADB Industrial Area, Hirehalli,
NH-4, Tumkur - 572 168

www.woodminium.com

/

info@ajitwindows.com
+91 9606048140

Scan for Website

